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MODERN AND RUSTIC ELEMENTS OF

STEEL, CONCRETE AND BARN WOOD
COMBINE WITH WIDE SOARING SPACES
AND A CASUAL WELCOMING ATTITUDE

TO PROVIDE A UNIQUE SECOND HOME
IN CENTRAL OREGON. BUILT FOR A

BUSY PORTLAND FAMILY, THE DESIGN
PROVIDES ENTERTAINING AND ADULT

AND CHILD SPACES WHILE ALLOWING
EVERYONE TO ENJOY THE AREA’S OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE.

Tone and texture are repeated throughout the downstairs.
Teak cabinetry brings warmth and pattern to the kitchen.
The wood’s orange hues reoccur in the backsplash and
pendant lights, concrete is used in the floors and counters
and echoed in the wall texture, and the color blue moves
from walls to stools to chairs. Pendant lights above the
dining table are hung high to allow an uninterrupted sight
line from the kitchen to the great room.

FAMILY VACATIONS SOUTH OF BEND prompted a Portland
couple to buy a lot in the Caldera Springs area of Sunriver
south of Bend. In a bit of serendipity, they had stayed in the
Caldera Cabins, which had been decorated by Bend interior
designer Cherie Myrick. When their realtor introduced them
to Myrick, they already knew and liked her work. Knowing
the couple would also need a home designer and a contractor,
Myrick referred them to Rick Wright of Wright Design and
Steve Bennett, owner of Steve Bennett Builders.
Originally from California, Wright had studied architecture at
University of California, Berkeley and had been based in Bend
designing homes since the early 1980s. Bennett, an engineer
by education, had worked in Central Oregon for more than 25
years. And the bonus was the working relationship that the
three had already developed. “Cherie and I first worked together 15 years ago,” said Wright, “and the three of us have
worked together on about four projects during the past few
years.” With such a relationship comes respect and knowledge
of each other’s strengths. Together the three would create an
idyll in the sun of Central Oregon for their clients.
“After a couple of group meetings discussing the clients’
vision,” recalled Myrick, “we assured them we could take their
ideas and build on them. The homeowners wanted a home
that was livable,” Myrick continued, “one that could accommodate lots of kids, pets and house guests. They wanted a
home that was modern yet rustic and different from the majority of the homes in Caldera; a place where people could
come and relax and not worry about tracking in snow on
carpet or hardwood.”
The couple had other parameters as well. The home, which
was to be a vacation house, had to fulfill two functions: to provide separate areas for both adults and the younger generation,
and still be able to accommodate them all in a central space.
More specific requests were for a dedicated music area in
which to house a grand piano, lots of light, a huge pantry, and
a laundry room that was large enough to hold two sets of
washers and dryers.
The community’s plan review committee had mandates for the
exterior design. The garage could not face the street and the
driveway needed a dedicated area for snow removal during
winter weather.
“I put together a shell exterior and general concept interior
elevation,” said Wright. “It was Cherie who came up with the
rustic modern concept.”
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CONTRACTOR
Steve Bennett Builders, stevebennettbuilders.com
HOME DESIGN
Wright Design Studio, wrighthomedesign.com
INTERIOR DESIGN
Cherie Myrick Interiors, interiordesignerbend.com
PROJECT SOURCES
Kitchen Appliances: Sub-Zero, Wolf; Kitchen Fixtures:
Kohler, Fortis, Milo’s Art Metal; Bathroom Fixtures:
Grohe, Maax

Ideas evolved as the team consulted with the homeowners and with each other. “The homeowners were very involved in the
plan development and elevations. They were great to work with and really embraced a lot of ideas. We all communicated
very well.”
The first floor was to hold the entryway, great room, kitchen and pantry, mud and laundry rooms, master bedroom suite,
music area, powder room, and office spaces for the husband and wife. Upstairs became the designated younger space with
a bunkroom, two more bedrooms, two bathrooms and a bonus room.
With the plans approved, Bennett was able to break ground. “It’s exciting at the start to see the structure go up,” said Bennett.
“And coordination is a challenge with all the different craftsman. I think of myself as the leader of the band calling in all the
instruments, but it adds to the excitement of bringing it all together.”
The rustic modern aesthetic starts on the outside of the home where the elements of metal, wood, glass, concrete and stone
are introduced in strong geometric forms. A two-story tower of windows was crucial to bringing in the requested light. Once
inside, structural elements are integral to the interior design and provide visual connections between spaces. Steel used in
the windows is repeated in beams, the staircase and catwalk, and the mantel above the fireplace; corrugated metal is used
in an upstairs wall, mudroom and kitchen coffee station; cement is seen in the counter and radiant-heat floors; while wood
is inlaid in the concrete to break up large expanses and visually connect to floors in adjoining rooms. Barn wood doors and
stonework draw up the eye to the sloped ceiling that starts at 13½ feet in the kitchen and soars to 19 feet above the catwalk.
“It was challenging to structurally tie together the steel with the framing and integrate the steel beam fireplace mantel with
the concrete and masonry,” said Bennett, “but there are so many great details. The texture on the sheet rock, for example has
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Concrete floors with wood inserts transition into full wood
floors in a downstairs study located adjoining the music
area and behind the living room. Barn-style sliding doors
with hand-hewn hardware can be left open to let the
room join the rest of the downstairs or be closed to ensure quiet and privacy. A space-age styled desk, a leather
couch, Parson-style ottomans and hide rugs are united in
the home’s modern rustic theme.

a silica-sand look so that it resembles the concrete texture on the floor.” Further attention to detail is revealed in the steel beams and
mantel that were stained and waxed for a rustic finish and in the barn-wood sliding doors that move on hand-forged metal tracks.
To further unite the modern and rustic features, teak cabinets with a natural finish was used throughout the home. “I was tired of
alder which has been very popular in Central Oregon, I wanted something different,” said Myrick. “Since the recession, people here
have become more receptive to new ideas and going more modern, and when I proposed using teak to the homeowners, they just
went for it.”
While teak may have been an unusual choice, it was a very practical one. The tropical hardwood is well known for its durability and
water resistance, and its yellow, orange and brown tones provide a warming counterbalance to the cool metals and concrete. “When
there are a lot of cool elements,” said Myrick, “you better have some warmth such as the gold tones in the teak and fabrics.” The
Corbett pendant light in the great room and the use of area rugs brings in additional warmth.
Other custom touches in the 4,900-square foot house further addressed the homeowners’ wish list. The requested pantry is 146square feet and offers floor to ceiling shelves and a wrap-around ladder system. The grand piano found its natural niche near the
stairs. A distinctive bocce ball fixture fitted with LED lights highlights the pianist. A back wall opens with three sliding doors that
fold onto themselves to create a 24-foot-wide opening that lets in light and views.
Myrick relished the project because of the challenges it offered and the opportunity to come up with creative solutions to client requests. “The homeowner wanted a hanging bubble light fixture over the bath tub,” she explained. “The electrical code prevents you
from hanging a fixture over a tub. I designed the faux - fixture to look like the bubble light. It is actually a recessed ceiling light with
a teak trim piece with hanging globes.”
“It’s not your standard home with the rustic modern theme,” said Bennett. “It’s a very different style for here but it works.” A statement with which Wright concurs: “The home presents a cohesive theme and a design that people can really live with.”
“I think what we created is much more than what they ever dreamed of.” Myrick agreed.
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Cherie Myrick

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR WORK? WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY
WORKING ON? IS IT DIFFERENT FROM PAST PROJECTS?
Myrick: For the first 10 years of my career my projects were mainly
lodge style that was the demand in Central Oregon. But in the
past 10 years my projects have included an 8,000 square-foot
hacienda in San Antonio, Texas; a mountain estate in Lake Arrowhead, California, a desert home in La Quinta, California, and
the homes I’ve been involved with in Central Oregon in the past
few years are more modern but still rustic.
SOME OF YOUR FAVORITE LOCAL SOURCES?
Myrick: We have amazing craftsmen and artisans in Central Oregon. Robert Seliger is my favorite custom furniture maker and
he is right here in Tumalo. Robert’s workmanship is stellar from
the traditional joinery to the elaborate hand-rubbed finishes.
Andrew Wachs of Weld Design is another exceptional artisan. He
designs and fabricates architectural metal work, furniture and fine
art. Several of his pieces are in this Caldera project.
HOW DID YOU BECOME AN INTERIOR DESIGNER?
Myrick: It is my dream job, but I did not choose it as a profession
until I was 40. I met Joni Cloud, a wonderful designer 20 years
ago. We had just moved to Bend from the San Francisco Bay Area,
and I was I ready for a career change from sales and marketing.
She not only encouraged me, she hired me as an apprentice.
WHERE HAVE YOU LIVED? HOW HAVE THESE EXPERIENCES
INFLUENCED YOUR DESIGN?
Myrick: I’ve spent most of my life in Oregon. The surroundings
are my influence. I enjoy the peacefulness of being on the river
or in the mountains, and I try to bring these elements of calmness
into the interior.
LAST PURCHASE?
Myrick: An abstract encaustic piece of art by Bend artist Janice
Rhodes. I love the texture and the deep rich pigment that is
achieved when using hot beeswax. Also the smell is nice.
PRIZED POSSESSION?
Myrick: That’s easy: Lola my Pug.
WHAT DOES EVERY ROOM NEED?
Myrick: Artwork
ON YOUR NIGHTSTAND...
Myrick: I am reading book 8 of the Outlander series by Diana Gabaldon. I’ve been a fan since the first book. It’s the story of an
English combat nurse who walks through a stone circle in the
Scottish Highlands in 1946 only find herself living in 1743. It’s an
amazing journey through history. I also have an IPAD on my
nightstand, which is the gateway to online architectural magazines and Pinterest.
IN THREE WORDS DESCRIBE YOUR DESIGN SPIRIT:
Myrick: Enjoy The Journey

